Healthcare professionals must balance their time across patients, projects, and processes. They require devices that offer the flexibility to meet with patients at the bedside, communicate with colleagues across distances, and securely access sensitive information, apps and services.

“To bring our vision to life, we needed to combine the right hardware, software and services. Microsoft is a key partner for us, providing the components that we required to create our solution.”

Stefano Migliorisi
CEO & Founder, swyMed

Microsoft Surface for Business offers a versatile portfolio of devices to help healthcare professionals improve patient care and the customer experience.

Light, mobile, and powerful, Surface provides the perfect suite of devices and the best of Microsoft to support multiple roles, keep all private information secure, and ultimately, deliver better outcomes for patients.

Technology is transforming the healthcare industry. Healthcare professionals need a device that can keep up.

Transform the way you engage

Surface devices are intuitive to use, powerful, efficient, and incredibly secure. And because they were designed specifically for the software you trust, they offer a range of benefits for IT:

**The best devices for the intelligent workplace**
Allow people to do their best work from anywhere, with modern devices that let them connect, collaborate and communicate in new ways.

**Leading modern management**
The efficiency of cloud-scale remote firmware management through Microsoft Intune.

**Enterprise-grade security**
Surface devices are equipped with TPM version 2.0, and feature Windows Hello biometric password-free sign-in.
Physicians

Challenges
- Managing teams
- Coordinating with specialists
- Staying productive in-office
- Securely storing patient information

Better engagement
- Surface Pro 7 for Business offers a classic, light and versatile 2-in-1 that adapts to the ways you work
- Work with patients right at the bedside
- Sign forms and take receipt of medications using Surface Pen*
- Enterprise-grade protection

Nurses

Challenges
- Providing personalized care and support
- Staying productive on the move
- Updating patient records accurately and securely

Better care
- A full Windows 10 experience in the palm of your hand with Surface Go for Business
- Run critical EHR and productivity apps
- Stay productive the entire shift with extended battery life
- Can be sanitized easily and survive a fall

Mobile Care Workers

Challenges
- Connecting with specialists and doctors remotely
- Capturing and storing patient information securely
- Staying connected from anywhere

Better delivery
- Surface Go for Business offers an ultra-lightweight device for fully mobile telemedicine
- LTE connectivity with data encryption
- Capture e-signatures on the spot with Surface Pen
- Use standard sanitation materials to ensure sterility

Pharmaceutical Reps

Challenges
- Keeping up-to-date on drugs and treatments
- Staying connected on the go
- Sharing convincing content with doctors

Better fulfillment
- Surface X for Business with LTE Advanced Pro, our thinnest and lightest 2-in-1 that adapts to the ways you work
- The latest 10th Gen Intel® Core™ processor ensuring efficient and productive customer engagements
- Stunning PixelSense touchscreen and Surface Slim Pen to finalize agreements

*Accessories sold separately. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage and other factors. LTE Service availability and performance subject to service provider’s network. Contact your service provider for details, compatibility, pricing, SIM card, and activation. See all specs and frequencies at www.surface.com/business. Availability of data plans for eSIM varies by market and by carrier.